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It is Friday afternoon before a long state survey agency whenever it
hotiday weekend. Your thoughts have suspects it may have received an
hrmed to the wdkarned relaxation yw improperly transferred individual from
will enjoy over the next few days. The another hospital. 42 C.F.R. ?489.20(m).
feeling quickly evaporates as you are Alternatively, a patlent or a patlent's
handed a faxed letter from the Centers family member may file a camplaint wtth
for Medicare and Medicaid Services the Department of Health and Senior
("CMS")slng
you that your facility Services. The survey is always
has been foufi#l out uf compliance with u n n e d ' The purpose of the swey
the Medicare Conditions of Participation 4s to determine whttther a violabion took
for Hospitals due to an alleged EMTALA place, whether the violation constitutes
violation. How you respond can affect an immediate and serious threat ta
not only your hospltat's continuing patient heatth .andsafety,to Id*
any
viability as a Medicare providq but aka patterns of violations at the facility, and to
the amount of potential civil monetary assess whether the facility has policies
penalties that may be imposed by the and procedures in place to address
M c e of Inspector General.
EMTALA @.
The preparabion of a facility's response
The survey will typically consist of a
to a letter alleging the existence of an record revlew, intenrlews with staff, an
EMTALA violation should actually start evaluation of the emergency department
months before the formal letter dleging a (and possibty other) areas, an entrance
violation i s received. Typically, the conference and an exit conference.
initiation of an EMTALA investigation Interpretfve Guidelines, 7-13, Part I, $11begins when surveyors from the New $MI. The entrance conference is held
Jersey Department of H e m and Senior with the CEOJPresident of the hospital
Services (acting as agents of the federal (or hisher designee) when the surveyors
government) arrfve at the facility to do an aniva Interpretive Guidelines, p. 7. At
unannounced survey. 42 C.ER 5488.10. that time, the surveyors will ask the
The survey is generalfy initiated in one of CEO to have the staff provide them
two ways. Under federal regulations, a with a variety of documents, including,
hospital is required to contact CMS or the but not limited to, emergency de-
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partment logs, polides and procedures,
meeting minutes, bylaws, credential
files, staffing schedutes, on-cat1 lists,
quality assurance and performance
improvement mlnutes and materials,
consent forms, and in-service training
program records and schedules.
Interpretive Guidelines, Part I, all!. The
surveyors also select a sample of
medicat records for review that are
identifled by the swveyws dwing their
review of the emergency department
log. A sample of 20-50 records is
typical& selected. Interpretive Guidelines, Part t, 61V. Facility staff, such
as nurses, the director of quality
improvement, physicians, and admitting
clerks will also be interviewed.
interpretive Guidelines, Part I,$W.
Once the recard reviews, interviews,
and evaluation of the emergency
department are completed, an exit
conference will be conducted.
Interpretive Guidelines, Part I, OWI. At
that time, ttte surveyors will infonn the
hospital of the scope and consequences
of a potential violation. While the
surveyors will complete a Statement of
Deficiencies (also known as a Form CMS
2567) while they are at the facility, they
are not permitted to leave a copy with
continued on page 8

the hospital. @. In addition, the surveyors surveyors is also crucial. To the extent
are not permitted to tell the hospital the existence of any potential
whether or not a violation was identified, deficiencies is suggested by the
since it is the responsibility of CMS to surveyors, the hospital should
make a final debrminatkm regarding the immediately begin work on implementing a c o r n action plan that wig
existence of a violation. 54.
While the survey process can be a be responsive to the deficiencies
stressful one, being as organized as identified The more infonnatfon that is
possible under the circumstances will be collected by the hospital during the
helpful. It is importantfor staff members weyor'stourofthefacilttyand theexit
to work dillgentty to provide copies of confttrem the easief it wig be for the
any documentation requested by the hospital to respond to e later CMS
surveyors. If a document which is flndlng of an M A L B violation.
Once the surveyors leave, it is
requested by the surveyors cannot be
produced while they are at the facility, important for the facility to assemble a
the bcility can be found to be in violation working gmup which will be responsible
of EMTALA. It is also appropriate to for implementfng any changes needed to
have a member of the hospital's address potential defidencies identiffed
administration walk around the by the state surveyors. -The working
emergency department (and any other group or committee should work
part of the facility) with the slm~~%yors. mgularfy to ensure that defidmies an,
Taking detailed notes durring the exit addressed. Hospital legal counsel
conference and asking questfons about should be included as part of this
the factual findings made by the process, since questions involving the
EMTALA law and
regulations and the
CMS Interpretive
Guidelines can often
arise. In addition,
documentation
should be made of
any
corrective
Setvices provided include
measures taken. For
example, i f the
surveyors indicate
that there are
problems
with
proper completion
of the EMTALA
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training
should
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be provided to emergency department
staff (and possibly
staff from other
clinical departments
as wey, and records

of each staff member's attendance
should be maintained. Minutes of the
meetings of the working group/
committee (as well as all other
committees addressing M A t A issues)
should be kept, and all documentation
relating to corrective actions taken
should be maintained in a central
location. This will prove helptuf if the
facility receRrtw a letter notifying it that
CMS has found the existence of an
alkged EiWTWIvfolatkm.
If CMS determines that an alleged
EMTAM violation exists, it can either
place UM facility on a 23 day terminatian
track or a 90 day terrninatlun track. The
23 day termination track Is reserved fw
situations where CMS has determined
that the tfieder has exhibtted a course
of conduct which represents an
immed.iabs and seriaus threat to patient
health and safety. Medicare State
Operations Manual $3010 (hereinafter
"State Opera61ons Manual") Under the
processing for a 23 day termination, a
facility typically will not get the letter
announcing the proposed termination
until five days Into the termination
perioa State Operations Manual 330108,
In addition, during the time period
between the receipt of the letter from
CNlS and the 23rd day, the hospital must
submit a Pian of Correction to CNlS and
have the Plan of Man accepted by
CMS id, Becausa CMS needs time to
review the Plan of Correction and
respond to the facility, the Plan of
Correction must be submitted to CMS
several days kfom the effective date of
termination in order to give CMS time to
review it and get back to the M l R y with
its findinqs following the review.
Because of these short time frames
and the significant adverse financial
impact that termination of a Medicare
provider agreement can have upon a
facility, it is &a1 to submit a thorough
response to CMS to document that the
hospital has initiated corrective action
with respect to all of the items listed in
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the Statement of Deficiencies. The
hospitar's working group (including
hospital legal counsel) should be
reassembled. Rw facility should revtew
each and every allegation contained in
the Statement of Deficlencies and
ensure that It has documentation to
establish that eadr deficiency has been
addressed The date of the conectDve
action taken (which must be aRer the
date of the survey but can be before the
date of the hospital's receipt of the
Statement of Defkiencias) must be set
forth In the hospWs Plan of Conectfon
Under a 23 day termination track, the
facility will often have less than a week
t o p u H I t s r e s p o n ~ eTherefw$
~~
sufficient resources should 9 dedhbd
to complllng the Plan of Correction
response to ensure that any items
identifled in the Statement of
Deficiencies which have not already
been addressed by the hospital are
attended to immedtately. Hospital
counsel elrperienced with drafting these
types of responses should be assigned
the task of working with the h o s $ ~ ' s
working group to prepare a complete
and thorough response. An 'evidence
book* which can be assembled in the
form of a three-ring binder with tabs,
should be assembled. The evidence
book should be organized with tabs that
include the documentation being
submitted in support of the hospital's
response to an Mentified deficbncy and
corresponding to the ID prefix tags
contained in the Statement of
Deficiencies. Typing and photocopying
resources should also be lined up for
preparing the Plan of &neetion. The
woFking group should meet at regular
daily intenrats to i w r e that progress is
being made towards completion of a
response. Because the press often
becomes aware of the existence of a
potential EMTALA violation, it is
important to make the hospital's
communications staff aware of the
identification of an alleged EMTALA

violation so that press inquiriffs can be
responded to appropriately.
0nce.W Statement of Deficiencies is
submitted, CMS will review it to
determine whether or not it is
acceptable, If it is not acceptable, the
facilii will be mMbd prior to the 23rd
day that compliance has not been
achieved, and that they will be
terminated from participation in the
Medicare and Medicaid programs. 42
C.F.R. 9488.456. While this sort of
termination Is ram, it is not unheard ot.
n~flmisthattheimmedtatethttwtto
patient health and safety has been
removed, ot If an EMTALA violation Is
inltialty found wf&h b not determined to
be an ImmedWa threat t? patient health
andsafety,thefacilitywill be placedon a
90 day termination track instead.

...the identification
of an EMTALA
violation can have
a significant
financial
impact upon
a hospital.
Medicare State Operations Manual
$3012. The 90 day time period is
somewhat deceptive, as the facility
actually has less time to submit an
acceptable Plan of Conection, Under the
90 day termination track protocol, the
state agency must conduct a revisit to
determine whether compllance or
acceptable progress has been made.
Only two revisits are permitted: one
within 45 calendar days and one
between tfie 46th and 9CM calendar day.
kJ. Following the revisit surveys, CMS
makes a final determination as to
whether or not compliance has been
achieved.
Even if a hospitab submits an

acceptable Plan of Correction to CMS
and CMS rescinds its proposed
termination of the hospital's provider
agreement, the hospital's potentiai
financial exposure from an alleged
violation of ElWTALA does not end. In
many cases, a summary of an EMTAU
violatton will be referred to an
independant physician rtaviewer who is
affiliated with a Medicare Quality
tmprovement Organization (QlO), 42
CER $4@.24(h). A physician review of
the record will always be conducted
prior to the proposed imposition of
ENCTALA chril nwmtaq penalties by the
HHS Office of Inspector General.
Therefom, if a facility receives a letter
from a QfO stating that it is in the
process of reviewing the m d c a l cfmm
of patients who were the subject of an
alleged EMTALA violation, the case is
being refand to ttre OfRce of Inspector
General for the potential imposition of
-monetary-.
The physician revlew is usually
initiated by a review of the medlcal
record by a physician with expertlsa in
emefgency medkfne (or the speciafty of
the attending physician involved in a
patient transfer that was potentially
violative of EMTALA). Following the
record review, the physician reviewer
will send a letter to the facility setting
forth his or her tentative findings
regarding the nature and scope of the
violation. The facility will then be given
an opportunity to respond in writing or to
request an informal hearing whkh can
be conducted either by telephone or in
person. 42 C.F.R. $489.24(h)(r). The
facility must submit any additional
information within ,30days of the 0 ' s
letter or will be deemed to waive its
rights to respond.
The infwmal hearing is an opportunity
to present the hospital's side of the story
in a way that cannot always be obtained
from a review of a paper record.
Therefore, it is typicalty to the hospki's
advantage to request an in-person
continued on page 10
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hearing. The hospital should attend We
hearing with witnesses who can discuss
the case with the physician reviewer. it
is advisable to attend the hearing
accompanied by legal counsel. It is
important to meet with counsel prior to
the informal hearing so that each person
who may be presenting testimony can
be prepared for what to expect at the
hearing and be prepared for the format
and the type of questions that can be
asked. The hearing is tape recorded, but
no court reporter or judge is present
Following the hearing, the matter will
be referred by the QIO to the Office of
lnspector General ("OIGn), U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services. "At that time, the OIG and the
Office of Counsel to the Inspector
General will review the case file and
determine whether or not it is
appropriate to impose civil monetary
penalties. While the EMTALA statute and
regulations provide for the imposition of
a maximum civil monetary pen* of up
to $50,000,the amount of the penalty is
per violation. 42 C.F.R. $1003.103(e).
Thus, a hospital that is found to have
committed EMTALA violations with
respect to multiple patients could have
penalties imposed which are
significantly higher. For example, on
October 23, 2003, SouthPointe Hospital
in Missouri agreed to pay $100,000 to
resolve its liability for civil monetary
penalties under EMTALA. The OIG
alleged that the hospital failed to
provide appropriate medical screening
examinations andlor stabilizing
treatment for several individuals
who presented to its emergency
department. See http://oig.hhs.govl
fraudlenforcementladministrative/cmp/c
;npitemspd.html. On August 5, 2003,
Gr~ffinMemorial Hospital in Oklahoma
ngreed to pay $80,000 to resolve its
!iabifity for civil monetary penalties
:~ndcrEMTALA. The OIG alleged that the
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hospital failed to provide appropriate
medical screening examinations to
seven individuals who presented to its
emergency department with psychiatric
complaints. ld.
Counsel to the OIG will initiate the
process of imposing a civil monetary
penalty through the issuance of a letter
to the hospital. The letter will state the
amount of the civil monetary penalty
which would be imposed and will offer
the hospital the opportunity to request
an administrative hearing to contest ttie
imposition of the penalty.
The overwhelming majority of
EMTAIA civil monetary penalty cases are
settled. Because the OIG will be
represented by counsel In the course of
any settlement discussions, it is
important for the hospital to also be
represented by counsel. Typically, the
OIG will have an initial conversation with
the hospital's counsel and discuss the
possibility of settlement of the civil
monetary penalty case, since the civil
monetary penalty regulations provide for
the OIG to increase or decrease the
amount of the civil monetary penalty
depending upon the existence of
aggravating or mitigating factors set
forth in the regulations. See 42 C.F.R.
1003-106. The existence of a prior
EMTALA violation is considered to be an
It is important for
aggravating factor.
the hospital's counsel to be thoroughly
familiar with the record when
negotiating a civil monetary penalty with
the OIG. The OIG's counsel is likely to
mention the problematic parts of the
record in arguing for a higher penalty.
Therefore, any mitigating factors that
can be identified by hospital counsel
(including, but not limited to, the
absence of prior violations of the
hospital) can be helpful to convince the
CIG attorney that a lower penalty amount
is appropriate. If the parties are able to
negotiate a settlement, the settlement

will be formalized in a settlement
agreement which is signed by both the
01G and hospital representatives. The
OIG will generally post a brief summary
of the sefflernent dollar amount and the
alleged EMTALA viotation at the OIG
website: http:lloig.hhs.govlfraud/
enforcement/administrativelcmp/cmpite
mspd.htmi. If a settlement is not
achieved, the hospital may request a
hearing before an administrative law
judge. 42 C.F.R. $1005.2.
As can b8 seen from the foregoing
discussion, the identification of an
EMTALA violation can have a signiffcant
financial impact upon a hospital.
Knowledge of the appropriate way to
respond to an alleged violation can
minimize the adverse impact, both from
a financial and a:.public relations
perspective.
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